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”My business” – experimental performance about love,
being a couple and pregnancy of people with Down
Syndrome. The artistic work of theatre company of adults
with intellectual disabilities as the right to (co-creating)
culture – a sketch

The presented text aims to show how the experience of love, being a couple, pregnancy is per-
formed in the artistic work of theatre company of adult people with intellectual disabilities. Par-
ticularly I concentrate on the theatre company BRO which conducted a kind of priming
experimental performance entitled ”My business”. The experimental nature of the performance
means it was conducted in collaboration with professional script writer, scene artist, music com-
poser and most especially professional actors, who perform on stage together with actors with
Down Syndrome/intellectual disabilities. The text is focused on the performance ”My business”
and attempts to show how art – performances of theatre companies of people with intellectual
disabilities – creates a space in which they could show how they see love, relationships between
women and men, parenthood/pregnancy and how they function and ?nd themselves in a social
context. Theoretical inspiration for the discussion is theory of dialogue and carnivalization by
M. Bakhtin. Art and performances serve as a perfect tool to change meanings ascribed to people
with intellectual disabilities: either to their needs and ability to love, being a couple, experience of
parenthood or to their creative output that could be negotiated and altered. They also convince
that people with intellectual disabilities not only have the right to (access, participate and create)
culture but simply are a part of it.

Keywords: adults with intellectual disabilities, love, being a couple, sexual needs, pregnancy, art/
performances/ theatre companies

„Moja sprawa” eksperymentalny spektakl o mi³oœci, byciu
par¹ i ci¹¿y osób z zespo³em Downa. Twórczoœæ artystyczna
teatrów osób z niepe³nosprawnoœci¹ intelektualn¹ jako prawo
do (wspó³tworzenia) kultury – szkic

Prezentowany tekst jest prób¹ pokazania tego, w jaki sposób doœwiadczenie mi³oœci, bycia par¹,
ci¹¿y jest przedstawiane w spektaklu z udzia³em osób doros³ych z niepe³nosprawnoœci¹ intele-
ktualn¹. W szczególnoœci tekst koncentruje siê na sztuce „Moja sprawa” wystawionej przez grupê
Biuro Rzeczy Osobistych. Jest to spektakl eksperymentalny, co oznacza, i¿ zosta³ wyre¿yserowa-



ny przez profesjonalnego re¿ysera, wykreowany z udzia³em profesjonalnego scenarzysty, sceno-
grafa, kompozytora muzyki, przede wszystkim zaœ, z udzia³em zawodowych aktorów, którzy
wystêpuj¹ na scenie razem z aktorami z zespo³em Downa/ niepe³nosprawnoœci¹ intelektualn¹.
Artku³ stanowi dyskusjê nad rol¹ sztuki jako przestrzeni, w której mo¿liwe jest przedstawienie
((zagadnienia / problemu) mi³oœci, relacji pomiêdzy kobietami i mê¿czyznami z niepe³nospraw-
noœci¹ intelektualn¹, ci¹¿y i rodzicielstwa jako zjawisk rozgrywaj¹cych siê w przestrzeni spo³ecz-
nych relacji i uwik³añ. Kontekst teoretyczny dla dyskusji stanowi teoria dialogu i karnawalizacji
M. Bachtina. Sztuka, spektakl, teatr wydaj¹ siê znakomitym miejscem, w którym dokonywaæ
mo¿e siê zmiana znaczeñ przypisywanych osobom z niepe³nosprawnoœci¹ intelektualn¹, zarów-
no odnosz¹cych siê do ich doœwiadczeñ zwi¹zanych z byciem par¹, seksualnoœci¹, ewentualno-
œci¹ ci¹¿y i rodzicielstwa, jak i znaczeñ, które dotycz¹ ich potencja³u twórczego, który wskazuje
na to, ¿e osoby te maj¹ nie tylko prawo do kultury ( dostêpu, uczestnictwa, tworzenia) kultury ,
ale s¹ jej czêœci¹.
S³owa kluczowe: doroœli z niepe³nosprawnoœci¹ intelektualn¹, mi³oœæ, bycia par¹, potrzeby
seksualne, ci¹¿a, sztuka, spektakl teatralny.

Introduction

In the paper I attempt to see and reflect on some chosen pieces of artistic work
of people with intellectual disabilities which could be seen and interpreted in the
context of art and (participation and co-creating) culture. I want to show how the
experience of love, being a couple, pregnancy is performed in the artistic work of
theatre company of adult people with intellectual disabilities. Particularly I con-
centrate on the theatre company BRO Biuro Rzeczy Osobistych – Personal Items
Office which conducted a kind of priming experimental performance entitled
”My business”. The experimental nature of the performance means it was con-
ducted in collaboration with professional script writer, scene artist, music com-
poser and most especially professional actors, who perform on stage together
with actors with Down Syndrome / intellectual disabilities.

The presented considerations are focused on the performance ”My business”
and derived from selected empirical data collected during open in-depth inter-
views, ethnographic interviews and participant observations which provide ex-
amples firmly rooted in the social experience of the company’s members, their col-
laborators and the audience. However, in the presented text, which is only a kind
of a sketch, I mainly concentrate on the idea how art – performances of theatre
companies of people with intellectual disabilities – creates a space in which they
could show how they see love, relationships between women and men, parent-
hood/pregnancy and how they function and ?nd themselves in a social context.

Theoretical inspiration for the discussion is theory of dialogue and carnivali-
zation by M. Bakhtin [e.g. S. Dentith 1995; Polly Bugros Mclean, David Wallace,
https://ijoc.org/index.php/ijoc/article/viewFile/1698/947]. Art and performances
serve as a perfect tool to change meanings ascribed to people with intellectual dis-
abilities: either to their needs and ability to love, being a couple, experience of par-
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enthood or to their creative output that could be negotiated and altered. They also
convince that people with intellectual disabilities not only have the right to
(access, participate and create) culture but simply are a part of it.

In my paper I attempt to reflect on the process of creating a personal, social,
and cultural space that allows disability to emerge as a phenomenon defined in
terms of socio-cultural potency and ability, and not as a deviation from an arbi-
trary norm (i.e. as dis-ability). Yet the analysis will focus on selected aspects of the
artistic work of a particular theatre company from Tricity, which consists of adult
people who were clinically diagnosed with low-functioning intellectual disabili-
ties and their activities are connected with Polish Association for Persons with In-
tellectual Disabilities. The theatre group named Biuro Rzeczy Osobistych – Per-
sonal Items Office has been running for eighteen years under the direction of
Zbigniew Biegaj³o – pedagogue, therapist, director. The company has realized
a few important social – artistic projects and has taken part not only in various dis-
ability arts festivals, but also arts festivals of alternative or off theatres and it finds
itself in a very special place now. The company has managed to change the per-
ception of the art of people with disabilities and has come close to achieving the
goal they set before them – turning professional. Not only would this be the
crowning of their achievements, but also the final step of their departure from the
therapeutic context determined by the medical model of disability1.

1. “My business”

What I want to mainly concentrate on is a recent performance of the ensemble
entitled “ My business” which is devoted to the relationship between woman and
man with Down syndrome, exposing the problem of pregnancy, they both – to-
gether with their relatives experience. It’s a drama constructed as a theatre in the
theatre, which tells the story about a woman with Down syndrome who is an
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1 The very first time “My business” was mentioned and discussed during The International Confe-
rence “Nagotiating Space for (Dis)ability in Drama, Theatre, Film and Media”, Department of Stu-
dies in Drama and Pre – 1800 English Literature, University of £ódŸ, 25–27.09.2015. Both with
Jolanta RzeŸnicka-Krupa we gave a speech on: “Between Therapy and Art – Borderline Space in
Thetatre of People with Intellectual (Dis-)Ability, considering art and theatre companies of people
with intellectual disabilities functioning in Tricity. After the conference presentation we were pro-
posed by the organizers to write a chapter in a monography: „Disability and Dissensus: Strategies of
Disability Representations and Inclusion in Contemporary Culture”, (eds.) K. Ojrzyñska, M. Wie-
czorek. The text entitled “Between Therapy and Art – Borderline Space in Thetatre of People with
Intellectual (Dis-)Ability was translated into English by K. Ojrzyñska and M. Wieczorek and the mo-
nography is being proceeded in Manchester University Press. The presented text is a detailed ver-
sion of my individual speech and presentation during 7th Annual Conference of ALTER, European
Society for Disability Research, Transforming practices and knowledge through the lens of disability:
experiences, transmissions, training, organizations at the Université Catholique de Lille, 5–6.07.2018.
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Photo 1. Biuro Rzeczy Osobistych – Personal Items Office, „My business”, rehearsals
Standing from the left: Oliwia Cubala, Renata Klinkosz, Krzysztof Grabowski, Adam
Siekierzyñski. Sitting from the left: Marcin Wenta, Zbigniew Biegaj³o, Marzena Gajewska,
Iwona Siekierzyñska, Izabela Stronia.

Source: photo by Maciej Czarniak / trójmiasto.pl.

Photo 2. Rehearsals, the main characters of “My business” – Marzena Gajewska as Wiktoria,
Marcin Wenta as Adam. In the background – Adam Siekierzyñski

Source: photo by Maciej Czarniak / trójmiasto.pl.



actress of an ensemble and who – while working on the performance and rehearsals
gets pregnant with a man with Down syndrome. This fact eventually triggers a series
of tragical and stirring events, perfectly showing a very complicated and dramatic
situation of a woman with Down syndrome herself and also her mother who rises
and cares for her adult daughter alone. The important characters of the play are:
partner of a woman with whom she gets pregnant, who is also a man with Down
syndrome and the theatre group instructor and gynecologist. All actors’ role play-
ing vividly bring to light how the phenomenon of being a couple with intellectual
disabilities and pregnancy is viewed and perceived within the social, institutional
and family context, as well as in the context of personal dependence, loneliness,
internal and moral tearing.

2. Why do we call “My business” experimental?

The experimental nature of the performance is the cast – it consists of actors
with intellectual disabilities (Personal Items Office – BRO) and professional and
popular actors. The script, music, scenery and costumes were made by profession-
als and the performance was conducted by a professional director [Cast: director
Iwona Siekierzyñska, script writer Rados³aw Paczocha, music composer Marzena
Majcher, costumes and scenery Izabela Stronias and professional actress Aleksan-
dra Nieœpielak and actor Krzysztof Grabowski.
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Photo 3. “My business” – premiere. Standing from the left: Aleksandra Nieœpielak, Adam
Siekierzyñski, Renata Klinkosz, Oliwia Cubala, Marzena Gajewska, Zbigniew Biegaj³o,
Iwona Siekierzyñska, Tomasz Macniak, Marcin Wenta, Krzysztof Grabowski

Source: photo by Piotr Wittman.
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Photo 4. “My business” – premiere

Source: photo by Piotr Wittman.

Photo 5. “My business” – premiere

Source: photo by Piotr Wittman.



The project was supported and financed/ funded by the Polish Ministry of Cul-
ture and Heritage. I had an honor and pleasure to be a part of the project: I was in-
vited to be an expert acquainted with adulthood of people with intellectual disabili-
ties, particularly interested and experienced in research devoted to being a couple.

It was the first time in Poland where actors with intellectual disabilities shared
and performed on the stage with professional actors and other professionals and
collaborated with each other while rehearsals and working on the performance.
The experiment was a success and became a wonderful experience for all partici-
pants: Personal Office Items actors, professionals and the audience.

3. “My business” – overcoming social stereotypes, beliefs
and prejudices

The performance is devoted to
the phenomenon of love, sexual-
ity, motherhood/fatherhood or
being mother or father as the expe-
rience or rather the lack of experi-
ence of people with intellectual
disabilities. It’s still appears a very
intimate and delicate problem,
socially rejected and unwanted
which perpetually remains a taboo
[e.g. Fornalik 2004, 2007; Grütz
2007; Izdebski 2005; Kijak 2010,
2016; Koœcielska 2004; Krzemiñska
2009, 2012; ¯yta 2013] It turns out,
however, that intellectual disabil-
ity – despite all difficulties and
limitations in functioning – does
not mean disqualification of ability
to emotions, feelings and needs
which demand to be realized / sat-
isfied in relation between woman
and man and create a very impor-
tant and meaningful experience
for them. “My business” attempts
to perform it on stage and makes
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Photo 6. “My business” – rehearsals,
Marzena Gajewska and Marcin Wenta

Source: photo by Piotr Wittman.



the audience face the phenomenon and confront with (social and individual)
stereotypes and prejudices. It provokes asking valid questions and challenge an-
swers, which seems so far accurate and obvious.
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Photo 7. Rehearsing “My business”. Marzena Gajewska as Wiktoria, Marcin Wenta as Adam

Source: photo by Maciej Czarniak /trójmiasto.pl.

Photo 8. „My business” – rehearslas, Marzena Gajewska

Source: photo by Piotr Wittman.



4. “My business” as art (creating)

The performance “My business” is a momentous/ important artistic event. In
a bold/ courageous and unprecedented way, it somehow “places” on the stage in
a partner and symmetrical relationship professional actors and actors with intel-
lectual disabilities and hence becomes an outstanding example of actions decon-
structing the meanings ascribed to people with intellectual disabilities and art cre-
ated by them. The performance itself, the problems it undertakes, the way actors
with disabilities play the roles – suggestive, full of authenticity, reliable and realis-
tic – it all resists infantilization of people with intellectual disabilities and depreci-
ating social stereotypes linked with them. The performance itself and actors with
intellectual disabilities challenge social beliefs to be worse, low competent and
presupposed to undertake inferior and unmatched tasks and jobs. Performing on
stage together with professional actors, people with intellectual disabilities suc-
cessfully manage to appear creative and their acting expression undoubtfully ap-
pears attributing artistic values.
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Photo 9. Aleksndra Nieœpielak as Mother, Marzena Gajewska as Wiktoria

Source: photo by Piotr Wittman.
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Photo 10. Rehearsing „My Business”. From the left: Iwona Siekierzyñska, Marcin Wenta,
Krzysztof Grabowski, Marzena Gajewska, Adam Siekierzyñski

Source: photo by Maciej Czarniak / trojmiasto.pl.

Photo 11. Aleksandra Nieœpielak as Mother, Marzena Gajewska as Wiktoria

Source: photo by Piotr Wittman.
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Photo 12. “My business” – rehearsals. Aleksandra Nieœpielak, Marzena Gajewska,
Krzysztof Grabowski

Source: picture by Piotr Wittman.

Photo 13. “My business” – rehearsals, Marcin Wenta, Marzena Gajewska, Krzysztof
Grabowski, Tomasz Macniak

Source: photo by Piotr Wittman.



5. “My business” as carnivalization / carnivalesque of Mikhail
Bakhtin – theoretical approach

“My business” is a performance in which actors with intellectual disabilities
collaborate on stage with professionals and perform in front of the audience who
usually faces and experiences disability in a very specific way. I find it possible to
be discussed and reflected in reference to the concept of carnivalization and carni-
valesque of Mikhail Bakhtin. The carnival for Bakhtin is an event in which all
rules, inhibitions, restrictions and regulations which determine the course of eve-
ryday life are suspended – it especially denotes to a kind of disqualification and
temporary rejection of all form of hierarchy in society. Bakhtin offers four catego-
ries of what he calls the “carnivalistic sense of the world” [http://culturalstudies-
now.blogspot.com/2011/07/mikhail-bakhtin-carnival-and.html], which I find use-
ful to employ for analysing “My business”.

The first category distinguished by Bakhtin is free and familiar interaction
between people: in the carnival people, who are usually / normally separated can
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Photo 14. „My business” – rehearsals. From the left: Krzysztof Grabowski, Marzena
Gajewska, Adam Siekierzyñski, Marcin Wenta

Source: picture by Maciej Czarniak / Trójmiasto.pl.



interact and express themselves to one another at ease [http://culturalstudies-
now.blogspot.com/2011/07/mikhail-bakhtin-carnival-and.html]. Applying this
statement to the performance “My business” I could notice that actors with intel-
lectual disability and professionals collaborate on stage and the audience partici-
pates in the spectacle performed by actors with disabilities – all this rarely or never
happens in everyday life, in which typical form of hierarchy is a privileged posi-
tion of normal people (either actors or the audience). Theatre and stage on which
the performance goes on seems to become a space in which actors with intellectual
disabilities play the roles whereas the audience – “normal” people are retreated to
the position of spectator. It is the actor with intellectual disability, who at the same
time becomes focal and distinguished. The performance enables the audience
a specific contact and relationship with disabled people, which might not be oth-
erwise experienced in every day life. According to Bakhtin, carnivalization makes
the world and all traditional rules and hierarchy upside down: rulers become beg-
gars, beggars play rulers. In a metaphorical sense: people with intellectual disabili-
ties move to central and distinguished position and “normal” ones fail to be privi-
leged and stay on margins. Yet paradoxically, carnivalistic sense of the world
makes them both come closer and become more familiar and acquainted.

Looking at the theatre / stage and the performance through the lens of
Bakhtin’s carnivalization one may find it (a space of) a mutual communication and
dialogue. Watching the performance, the audience follows what happens on the
stage: experiences (of) the characters, their feelings, and emotions and re-disco-
vers people with intellectual disabilities / Down Syndrome who appear to act and
behave similarly to “the normal ones”. It all makes circumstances to see people
with intellectual disabilities in terms of humanity “[…] and it is also a call for fulfill-
ing ethical obligations with emotional sensitivity towards the other. […] Carnival
is an essential part of the dialogic world, for it catalyzes new beginnings and keeps
the system open-ended. If outsideness is an essential part of aesthetic conscious-
ness, a periodic merger into the collective is an essential part of carnivalized con-
sciousness, and together they keep the dialogue alive” – says Lakshmi Bandlamudi
[http://balticworlds.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/BW-1-2-2017-BAKHTIN-
THEME.pdf]. The Other, initially supposed in a category of difference and
strangeness, previously imagined to perform exclusively abnormal and specific,
appears (more) human and shares similar and typical to all experiences. In carni-
val they all receive a chance for free and familiar interaction, initiating communi-
cation and dialogue that could become a starting point in becoming closer and
change meanings ascribed to one another. Meanings changes, reflection, redefini-
tion of what is normal/abnormal, able/disable and could be seen in the light of du-
alistic and ambivalent sens. According to Mikhail Bakhtin the carnival appears
a metaphor of medieval consciousness in which the two remote and separate
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forms of life are linked: “On the one hand stood the normal, official, serious and
gloomy everyday life which were subordinated to strict hierarchic order and full
of terror and dogmatism. On the other hand there were the carnivalesque life
which were free and unbounded, filled with ambivalent laughter, sacrilegious
and the defilement of anything sacred, humiliations and familiar contact with
everyone and everything. Both these life forms were legitimate, but they were
separated by harsh temporal borders”. [http://culturalstudiesnow.blogspot.com/
2011/07/mikhail-bakhtin-carnival-and_22.html]. All this takes place on stage and
within the audience while “My business” is going on: actors with intellectual dis-
abilities act on stage with professionals and the “normal” audience watches the
performance and becomes aquainted with the real life problems experienced by
people with disabilities: their feelings, emotions, social context they live in, stereo-
types, prejudices, attitudes, rejection, moral responsibilities, support, etc. It hap-
pens in a free and familiar interaction between “normal” people and people with
disabilities, changing their relation towards more balanced and symmetric.

According to Bakhtin “The carnival […] is a festival of time which extermi-
nates all and renews all, […] which expresses change the relativity of structure
and order and the contingency of authority and hierarchic positions” [http://cul-
turalstudiesnow.blogspot.com/2011/07/mikhail-bakhtin-carnival-and_22.html].

The second category proposed by Bakhtin describing carnivalesque is eccen-
tric behaviour: “behaviour that was otherwise unacceptable is legitimate in carni-
val and human nature’s hidden sides are revealed” [http://culturalstudiesnow.
blogspot.com/2011/07/mikhail-bakhtin-carnival-and_22.html]. I dare say that be-
ing a couple with intellectual disabilities, relationship between woman and man
with Down syndrome, falling in love, manage it all intellectually and emotionally
and make their relationship work or to undertake the responsibilities and difficul-
ties of life together – all this appears hardly acceptable and legitimate, as well as
their sexual needs ( satisfaction) in the intimate and personal mutual relation and
contacts. Society disagrees with love and sexuality of people with intellectual dis-
abilities and even supposes behaviours connected with this sphere “eccentric” –
undesirable, embarrassing, odious, nasty and even perceives it abnormal or dis-
gusting and hence makes adults with intellectual disabilities oppressed. They are
not allowed to be “eccentric” this way. In “My business” the intimate, controver-
sial and rejected phenomenon of love, sexuality, pregnancy of woman and man
with Down syndrome is turned into light and performed on stage. A taboo is re-
vealed and becomes somehow experienced by actors and audience. The specta-
tors are in a way forced to confront with “eccentric behaviour” of people with
Down Syndrome who perform their “nature’s hidden sides” and eventually re-
flect on them and provoke the change of meanings ascribed to them. Eventually, it
turns out that the Other – i.e. woman and man with Down Syndrome faces the
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same problems, feelings, emotions, needs, desires and experience the world in
a quite similar way – as V. Sukovata concludes [http://balticworlds.com/wp-con-
tent/uploads/2010/02/BW-1-2-2017-BAKHTIN-THEME.pdf]: “According to Bakhtin,
the carnival is a system of producing new subjectivities that do not belong in the
realm of ‘normalcy’.”

Carnivalistic misalliances – the third of categories distinguished by Bakhtin:
“the free and familiar attitude of the carnival enables everything which is normal-
ly separated to connect – the sacred with the profane, the new and old, the high
and low etc.” [http://culturalstudiesnow.blogspot.com/2011/07/mikhail-bakhtin-
carnival-and_22.html]. “My business” – links / connects [and makes (more) famil-
iar] ability and disability, people with disabilities and normal ones, the two remote
/ separate worlds are merging with one another, being recognizable or more rela-
ted, allowed for different ways of approaching disability and living with it. Fur-
thermore, “the carnival unites the two poles of change and crisis, birth and death,
old and young, down and up, wisdom and stupidity etc. the dualistic imagery is
characteristic of the carnival for their contradiction.” [http://culturalstudiesnow.
blogspot.com/2011/07/mikhail-bakhtin-carnival-and_22.html]. Performing on sta-
ge actor with Down Syndrome/intellectual disability “turns into the king” and ma-
kes “normal” audience and actors confused: it turns out that special needs adults,
who are usually supposed to be disabled, weak, uncapable, who may lack com-
mon sense and usually imagined to behave strange, dangerous, abnormal – they
are able to undertake tasks and successfully perform on stage, participating in co –
creating art and be a part of it. What the performance also emphasises is the main
theme: it undertakes a very intimate and complicated problem and proves people
with intellectual disabilities do experience love, sexual needs, intimacy and try to
cope with and manage all that matters nevertheless social and cultural oppression.

Sacrilegious is the forth category distinguished by Bakhtin to describe carnival:
“the carnival for Bakhtin is a site of ungodliness, of blasphemy, profanity and
parodies on things that are sacred. [http://culturalstudiesnow.blogspot.com/
2011/07/mikhail-bakhtin-carnival-and_22.html]. “My Business” appears desacral-
izing (of) normality and being competent, disqualifies ideas and concepts of what
is normal and legitimate; who may fall in love and make sex or who may partici-
pate and create art and culture. For me, it refers to two aspects: artistic and break-
ing the taboo and stereotypes connected with relationship between women and
men with intellectual disabilities. Despite the fact that “in our society, carnival and
the grotesque do not have the same meaning than they used to have but still,
these concept help us to understand what is problematic in our culture. These
concepts still exist in our society, in a fragmented and localised form” [http://
www.communicationinterne.net/bakhtin-carnival-theory/]. (Living with) intel-
lectual disabilities perpetually remains troublesome problem undergoing social
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and cultural oppression. Theatre, where the performance is going on, if referred to
the carnivalesque idea becomes universal and belonging to all people. It creates
a space in which boundaries could be crossed and the meanings ascribed to peo-
ple with intellectual disabilities changed. “My business” appears a forerunning
and outstanding performance about love, relationship, sexual needs, pregnancy
in the experience of adults with Down Syndrome/intellectual disabilities who live
in a particular family, institutional and social context. It highlights some valid
questions referring to their place in society and to their creative output – partici-
pating and co-creating culture, opening space to redefinitions and changing
meanings which could be negotiated and altered.
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